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Part I: Understanding the State Authorization 
Reciprocity Agreement (SARA) and SARA 
Updates
Part II: Role of the State Portal Agency (SPA)










Institutions seek authorization from every other state or 
territory where they hope to serve students
**Sample state with 4 institutions of higher education, with all 
offering on-line degrees in other states**
 4 institutions (>4000 in the US)
 x 54 states/territories 
 x number of programs (sometimes)
 x number of students (sometimes)
 x amount of revenue (sometimes)




A nation-wide system of reciprocity administered by 







Institutions seek approval from their home states which have 
joined SARA, and the state agency then regulates those 
institutions with regard to the export of on-line education 
across state lines to host states
 4 institutions (>4000 in the US)
 x 1 state/territory 
 x number of programs (sometimes)
 x number of students (sometimes)
 x amount of revenue (sometimes)



















 NC-SARA Fee and State Fee (optional)
 One application
 One set of criteria
 Increase student enrollment 
 Data collection and sharing





NC-SARA POLICIES AND STANDARDS
Page 6, Section 3: 
Participation Fees (Annual to NC-SARA)
$2,000/yr. for IHEs with under 2,500 FTE
$4,000/yr. for IHEs with 2,500-9,999 FTE
$6,000/yr. for IHEs with10,000 or more FTE





• Consistency across the Nation
*Regional compacts working 
together coordinated by National 
Council for SARA (NC-SARA)
• Voluntary for states and institutions
• Non-redundant and efficient
• Trust between the states
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KEY SARA ELEMENTS
Through reliance on established community 
expectations and its own expectations, SARA provides 




• Data Collection and Sharing
• Catastrophic Closings
• Student Complaint Processes
SARA Update
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SARA UPDATES FOR STATES
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A state must have the legal ability to join the 
agreement (usually this means passing a new law)
STAGE 2
A state must set up its state portal agency (SPA) and 
the means by which it carries out its SARA duties 
Examples: 
• Use of an existing SHEEO office
• Use of another existing agency 




A state must submit its application to its 
regional compact and be approved for 
membership
STAGE 4
Institutions apply to their SPAs once the SPAs 













Institution submits SARA application
PPS determines eligibility and grants access to application if eligible
Institution Inquiry
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86%
14%
Public Universities
SARA Non-SARA
31%
69%
Community &
Technical Colleges
SARA Non-SARA
27%
73%
Independent
SARA Non-SARA
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